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Master the Art of Playing Guitar.Are you taking your first steps into the world of guitar? You started
practicing but you are struggling to remember the location of the notes? Dont worry, this guide will show you
the easy way to learn all of that.The ability to recall the location of the notes is a skill that will greatly benefit
your learning process. That is why you should memorize the fretboard.It may seem intimidating at first, but
with this guide, you will memorize fretboard in no time. That way you will have an easier time when learning
new notes, or when you improvise.It will help you accentuate and create melodic changes within your chords
and solos. You will have a better grasp on scales, as you learn the different kinds.You will gain the ability to
break free from standard open and barre chords. It will open the way for you to locate more diverse and

intricate chord voicings. You will sound just like a professional guitar player.

Fret markersthose inlays on the fretboard paired with dots on the side or binding usually at frets 3 5 7. This
same pattern of notes repeats starting from 12 fret just an octave higher and continues all the way to the end
of the guitar neck which is usually 22 or 24 frets long. Surprised? I was. A guitar fretboard needs cleaned as

you start to see a small amount of dirt or discoloration around your most commonly used frets.

Memorize Guitar Fretboard

The numbers across the top of the guitar fretboard chart shown above are the string numbers. Guitar
Fretboards Our Guitar fretboards are perfect for builders who want to build their necks but want a precisely
made fingerboard. This 12th fret marker divides your fretboard into two halves. New Listing 3 Ebony Guitar

Fretboard. Basically every guitar out there either electric or acoustic will likely be using one of these 3
materials for the fingerboard. Wooden Guitar Fretboard Fingerboard DIY Material for 41 Acoustic Guitar.

Notice how the notes at the 12th fret are the same pitch as the open strings on which you started? Thats what
is known as an octave the same pitch only one register higher. Guitarists press strings down to the fretboard in
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order to change pitches. Kindle 0.00 0. Be sure to check out our lesson How to Memorize Notes on the Bass.
To help you memorize the notes weve provided fretboard diagrams showing .
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